
“This is Much Bigger Than President Trump. This Is Destructive to the Presidency
and It’s Lawless” – Attorney Mike Davis on FBI’s Raid and Deep State’s Latest
Attack of President Trump

Description

USA: Attorney Mike Davis has been the one clear voice who understands the law and the FBI 
and Deep State overreach in the raid of Mar-a-Lago. 

The Gateway Pundit reported on attorney Davis over the past few days.  He knows the law.  President
Trump did nothing wrong.

Attorney Davis was on the War Room as well to discuss the law as it pertains to the FBI’s legal raid on
Mar-a-Lago.

Davis shared the following:

This is much bigger than President Trump.  This is destructive to the Presidency and it’s
lawless…

…I always say Steve that the DC politicians are the only reptiles on the planet who lack
backbones.  So what the Trump supporters, conservatives, need to be doing, the War
Room possey is to keep raising hell because that will help these DC politicians to find their
backbones…

…Number one you have a 4th Amendment violation because you have a clearly biased
judge in US magistrate judge Bruce Reinhart who recused from President Trump’s civil
lawsuit versus Hillary Clinton on June 22 because he had a 2017 Facebook post that
bashed President Trump’s integrity.  So he should he should not even have been involved
in this home raid warrant at all.  He is biased.  He has a clear judicial bias…This is an
unconstitutional raid for that reason alone.

The other reason on this is an unconstitutional raid under the 4th amendment is because it
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was too intrusive.  President Trump was cooperating with the investigation…They judge
shopped for this home raid because Merrick Garland leaked out that he deliberated for
weeks to go get these records.  So he clearly judge shopped here to get this biased judge
to order this home raid.  So this is a 4th amendment problem for that reason.

It’s also legally impossible for President Trump to have violated the Espionage Acts or the
Presidential Records Act.

The full excellent interview below.

By Joe Hoft
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